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 CHAPTER 14                   OPEN WATER SWIMMING AND COLOURS 

 
 
1. The basis for a colours system. 
 

1.1. Open water is considered a separate discipline by FINA. There is always an open water event at each world masters 
champs. Up until 2000, this was a 5km distance swim but has since changed to 3km and it is over the latter distance 
that SAMS’ colours for open water swimming are based. 

 
1.2. The popularity of open water swimming is increasing by leaps and bounds.  No doubt, due to the increasing 

national TV coverage afforded such events and because it is one of those few events where all members of a family 
can get involved and participate.  Some 17000 swimmers participants in the Midmar Mile alone.  

 
1.3. Also, in some masters clubs, there are swimmers who only participate in open water swimming. Furthermore, 

SAMS has taken note of requests, received from time to time, for masters clubs to be formed for the sole purpose 
of open water swimming and for such clubs to be open to all age groups. Such interested parties have no desire to 
take part in competitive pool swimming. This is analogous to road running where the vast majority of road runners 
have no interest in track and field. 

 
1.4. In 2010, the method of providing colours for the 3km open water swim was developed and agreed upon and is 

included SAMS’ 2010 constitution (see 3-14.2). At that time, various proposals were considered such as taking an 
average time of elite (world class) master swimmers/age group and/or achieving a top placing at world masters but 
all these were discarded basically because of the relatively few swimmers (compared to pool swimming) that 
compete world-wide in the different age groups and why should only those swimmers that are able to compete at 
worlds be eligible for colours? Furthermore, at some world champs, especially those held far afield such as in 
Christchurch or in Perth there are sometimes very few top class competitors in many of the age groups which 
mitigates against using a 10th place or better as a benchmark for awarding colours. 

 
1.5. As many masters compete in both pool and open water swimming an exercise was done to determine if there was 

any correlation between their 1500m pool times versus their 3km open water swim times. The exercise established 
that such correlation did indeed exist and, in fact, it was ascertained that it takes, on average, a swimmer 2.2 times 
longer to complete a 3km open water swim compared to his/her 1500 pool swim – this amounts to doubling the 
1500m pool time and adding 10%. (Please refer to appendix 4). 

 
1.6. In the absence of any other methodology being offered as a viable alternative, the concept in paragraph 1.5 above 

has been applied to determine a 3km ows colours time using the 1500m pool colours time as a basis. This has 
enormous advantages as the times can be readily adjusted every year, along with pool times, as the standards in 
swimming improve. 

 
1.7. Included in this chapter are the following topics. 

 The role of the SAMS open water swimming committee member. 

 The applicable events and membership requirements 

 The procedure for a swimmer to follow in applying for colours and the applicable form. 
 
2. The role of SAMS’ open water swimming executive 
 

2.1. At the Pretoria 2010 AGM it was agreed that SAMS would task a committee member to handle the interests of 
open water swimming. 
 

2.2. One task is to determine the colours time/age group. This should be done using a 2.2 multiplying factor on the 
1500m pool colours times as per appendix 5. However, as indicated in 3-14.2 the multiplying factor can be adjusted 
if necessary. 
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2.3. A second task is to draw up and maintain a checklist for open water swimming events (see table below). The check 
list, which must be signed by event referee and a SAMS’ representative, will be used to confirm that an event has 
been run according to SAMS’ requirements for colours. 

 
                                   SAMS’ OPEN WATER SWIMMING CHEKLIST 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

       

                     REFEREE NAME:  _____________      SAMS REPRESENTATIVE:  __________ 

 

          SIGNATURE:  _________________      SIGNATURE:  ___________________ 

 

          DATE:  ________________                    DATE:  ________________ 

 

2.4. A third task is to handle the application process and relevant forms. 
 
3. Qualifying events  
 

3.1. In order to cater for all the variables and possible advantages that could be gained in open water swimming, the 
qualifying times must be equaled or bettered in at least two events in the same season and moreover, only at those 
events organized according to international/national standards.  Accordingly, only FINA international masters 
events, SSA sanctioned and SAMS approved events are considered (see 3-14.2).  
 

3.2. As for pool swimming, SAMS only awards open water swim colours once the swimmer has attended three 
Nationals. This is to encourage swimmers to participate in both open water and pool swimming. Thus, SAMS makes 
every effort to include a 3km open water swim event in the Nationals programme. 

 
3.3. It is required that the swimmer compete in the name of his/her masters club and that the club name appears in the 

results list. Should an event not make provision for the aforementioned the event cannot be considered for 
colours.  

 
3.4. Notwithstanding that the colours time has been derived from pool/dam fresh water times, SAMS may deem a swim 

in sea water (e.g. an event at Nationals) also to be a colours qualifying swim. However, the course design must 
ensure that no advantages are gained through tides and/or currents and that the course length is accurate and 
remains constant for the duration of the event.  

 
3.5. The open water swim at the Riccione Worlds (June 2012) illustrates the problems that could be accounted if a sea 

swim is used as a colours qualifier. At Riccone, incredibly fast times (relative to realistic norms, seed and SAMS’ 
colours times) were achieved across all age groups - with the exception of the heats for the youngest age groups. It 
is uncertain as to what caused the unrealistic fast times but most likely a strong current played havoc with the 

ITEM               ITEM CHECKED 

1 Accurate measurements with GPS  

2 Swim route map – with distance between buoys  

3 Accurate timing: hand held/electronic  

4 Secure buoys  

5 Start procedure: water/land  

6 Referee (boat. yellow + red flags  

7 Fina approved swim-suits  

8 Marking of swimmers numbers on back. ID bands  

9 Safety: (a)  In/on water, e.g. ecoli count 
            (b) First Aid on land 

 

10 Pre-race briefing  

11 Results available  

12 Indemnity  

13 Starting signal: loud hailer, whistle, etc  

14 No abnormal environmental conditions (strong currents/wind 
etc) that could impact results  
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swim. Following Riccione, the constitution has been amended (see 3-14.2) and an additional item added to SAMS’ 
checklist as per the table in paragraph 2.3 above. 

 
3.6. With due regard to the above and notwithstanding, SAMS shall have the sole prerogative in deciding as to whether 

a particular event may be deemed to be a SAMS colours qualifying swim. In its decision SAMS will take note of the 
times swum by top open water swimmers in the event (e.g. those that have previously received colours) relative to 
their previous times in open water swims. 

 
4. Swimmers’ qualification criteria  

      
       (NB: The information below may be found on SAMS’ website. Should there be any discrepancy then the information 
        on the website takes precedent.) 

  
4.1. Twice during the same season (01 May to 30 April) you must have achieved a time that equals or betters the time 

in the current SAMS table as published on SAMS’ website. This time must have been recorded to 1 second by the 
organizers of the Swim.  
 

4.2. At the time you achieved the qualifying times you must have been:  

 A South African Citizen or have been granted South African Permanent Residence Status (i.e. you must be in a 
possession of a valid South African Identity document that showed your 13 digit RSA ID Number and indicated 
your status as a Citizen or Permanent Resident) and 

 a properly registered and paid-up member for the current season (01 May to 30 April) of a Masters Swimming 
Club which is affiliated to SAMS and 

 representing the above Club in the Open Water Swim and 

 competing in a SAMS sanctioned and accepted  Open Water Swim (see paragraph 3 above). 

4.3. You must also have attended in a minimum of 3 (or be attending your 3rd) SAMS National Long Course 
Championships (either Pool or Open Water). If you have not yet fulfilled this latter requirement at the time that 
you qualified as per paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2 above, your qualifying details will be kept on record until you do so. 
 

5. You must obtain a copy of the official results of the Swim and have them signed by your Club President/Chairperson. 
Once your two qualifying swims have been completed for the season you must complete the application form below, 
sign it and have it signed by your Club President/Chairperson who will first verify that you met the qualifying 
requirements. The application form and the signed copies of both of the official results must be forwarded to the SAMS 
Open Water Swimming Representative for ratification of your colours qualification. 
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OPEN WATER SWIMMING: APPLICATION FOR SAMS COLOURS 
  

FULL NAME:   _____________________                         RSA ID NUMBER      _________________________ 
 
CLUB NAME:    _____________________            
 
DATE     ______________________            
 
 

                      Swim Event One 
   

             Swim Event Two 

 Event 
 

  

Location 
 

  

Date 
 

  

Season 
 

  

Age Group 
 

  

 Swimmers Time 
 

Col. Qual. Time Swimmers Time Col. Qual. Time 

 
 

   

 
This application is in compliance with the qualifying criteria published on the SAMS website. 
 
SIGNED:    SWIMMER: _____________________________  
 
CLUB CHAIRMAN:  _______________________ 
 
SAMS Open Water Swimming Representative 
Ann Gray 
anngray@telkomsa.net  
fax2email: 0880364681342 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Ann above.  Ann also organizes the polar bear swim held annually in June in the picturesque Champagne Castle 

area of the Natal Drakensburg. 

mailto:anngray@telkomsa.net

